
 

Trained as a Psychologist, Berglind abruptly left her 
studies and decided to apply her knowledge in 
creative pursuits. Her projects are woven together 
through the common theme of identity. Berglind’s 
work provides a space to examine, dissect, and 
comment on (without judgement) the collective 
cultural identities we are subconsciously 
conditioned with. She works through her 
experiences, personal and academic, to step back 
and bring people together in an introspective 
examination of how deep cultural influences plant 
themselves in us and initiate collective 
introspection. Berglind was born in Reykjavik, 
raised around but nowhere in particular, she lives 
and works in Berlin mainly as a writer, director and 
performer. 
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I write narratives that are living artworks and their media become known to me within the creative process. Instead of directly using anecdotes 
that reference my subjective experience of the world, my work attempts to subtly subvert reality, taking the viewer out of a familiar context and 
stripping them of pretext for judgement. If the viewer believes the characters in the narrative exist in an alternate reality the distance between 
viewer/character abruptly shrinks, the focus shifts from seeking boxes to categorize the character away from oneself into to an experiential fluidity 
with a directional, inward momentum. This facilitates an interaction with the subconscious mind of the audience, allowing space for the absurdity 
of our constructed parallel identities to take shape. My work ultimately derives it’s philosophical strength from the human condition to understand 
something only through the personal and subjective. Thus, we can bring people together in an examination of culture within the self, not in order 
to change them per say, but that observation-oriented introspection is just a beginning, full of potential, whether or although these collective 
identities continue to reside, co-exist harmoniously, or dissonantly in our personalities until we die.



 

“what do you mean ‘why must we 
not wake her’? you just don’t do 
that! you don’t wake people up, 
you don’t wake them up, you let 
them sleep. it’s as simple as that, 
it is simple and it is because it 
has always been…

the breeze and the air carry the 
soft sound of collective sleep. a 
light snoring that reminds all of us 
to remain unconscious the 
opposite of awake, soft, limp and 
passive. stay sleeping for long 
enough, and they will sleep until 
the very end. that’s why it’s so 
important not to wake them, and 
especially now”

elsewhere
art film essay (15 min), 2016
-writer, director, performer, editor

A universal existential struggle, linear, 
capitalistic trajectory, pressure of 
conformity and searching for some kind 
of alternative, perhaps a metaphysical 
one. 



 

“a clear glaze of water to distort the 
appearance of a hand. not so rose 
colored, but still the hand looks 
abstracted, magical, like it doesn’t 
belong to her anymore… 

and yet…
 
pulled out and the hand reddens, 
the irritation of the stream pulling 
away the things she tried once to 
hold, for what reason should her 
hand be the hand holding it, they 
are right perhaps, all of them are 
right.”



“the gurgle of the stream can speak. it 
speaks to the insecurities  of her soul, it 
gives them a voice, muffled, but the 
voice still spoke to her… it was her very 
last chance to turn around now.  she had 
come this far.. and you know what the 
stream said? you can imagine can’t 
you? 

…the details are very thick straight lines, 
they are sturdy and you cannot break 
them. they draw a house, a car, a baby, 
a partner, a career, a savings account, 
they were secure, drawn in permanent 
ink, and you let them all wash away in 
this stream, you wasted any chance you 
had at it, to be drawn instead by the 
ambiguity and transience of this clear 
liquid…”



“she heard a story once about a cliff, and that trolls lived 
inside, evil trolls who caused men to fall to their deaths from 
the cliff. when a bishop tried to bless this cliff a huge hand 
came out with an axe and said, stop your blessings, even 
evil must have a place in this world. she supposed now 
that’s why the life from before followed her, part of her 
inside world, just as the outside one it must also forever 
hold some evil.”

“perhaps that’s why it just felt like the flock she once belonged to was turning it’s back on her, 
or she on it, but that it was a moving collective identity with a linear forward momentum, and 
she had decided to take a moment, close her eyes, breathe in, spin in a few circles, hop on 
one foot in reverse while simultaneously skipping sideways…when she opened them again, 
she was here in elsewhere, and they were now a distant honking, honk honk honk, they 
spoke another language, they used foreign gestures, they had appropriated all the values that 
they once despised together, and she couldn’t move with them.”



“She was tired, time had passed, many decades of walking were 
behind her and perhaps there were centuries ahead, but the forces 
pulling her had no sense of time. She still told herself there was a 
somewhere, there would be a destination…that the arrival of this 
moment, would be like popping the last plastic bubble on the bubble 
wrap, like marking in the final word of a crossword puzzle, drawing 
the pus from a wound, scratching the eternal itch, the final piece of 
an innumerable jigsaw puzzle, finally a whole, a void filled, an 
ending, her fear of laziness, death, lack of meaning would leaver her 
and she’d finally reach the point, a few strides, however 
metaphorical, away”



 

A WORLD DOMINATED BY HIS EYES, BY THE HE—
THERE IS NOT A MILLIMETER OF SPACE ON THIS 
PLANET FREE FROM THE EYES OF HIM… SHE 
DOESN’T BELONG HERE, SHE FEELS THERE IS NO 
PLACE ON EARTH FOR HER, SHE MIGHT AS WELL 
BE A MARTIAN…A MARTIANETTE. FEMINISM, THE 
MALE GAZE, THE WATCHED WOMAN, 
OPPRESSION, PRIVACY, PUBLICITY: IDEOLOGIES 
IN THE FORM OF A FLUFFY-WHITE DUVET 
SURROUND HER, IS THIS BLANKET HER PRISON 
OR HER CLIMAX? SURREALISM AND ABSURDITY: A 
FILM ABOUT THE STORY OF SHE, SHE WANTS TO 
BE BY HERSELF, WITH HERSELF, BUT IS SHE 
EVER ALONE? SHE WANTS BETTER FOR 
HERSELF, SHE WANTS TO BE WHAT ‘HE’ ALWAYS 
WAS FROM BIRTH, A LAST ATTEMPT TO BECOME 
‘SUBJECT’, TO LEAVE ‘OTHER’, TO LEFTOVER, TO 
BE SOME-JECT… BUT A LETTER OF REJECTION 
ARRIVES AT HER DOORSTEP, ALWAYS. 
RESIGNATION? REVOLUTION? WHAT NOW? HOW 
THE ESCAPE OF HER STATUS ♀ WITH THE 
OPTION OF BECOMING ♂ IS AN IMPOSSIBLE ONE? 
THIS IS NO QUESTION FOR THE EARTHLY REALM.

martianette
art film essay (17 min), 2016
-writer, director, performer, editor





“What do you mean it's been so long since your last orgasm? It isn't my fault that it takes you such a long time to come. 
Honestly, you're the first person I've been with that makes such a big deal about it, so, I don't know what you're saying 
that you aren’t satisfied or having orgasms or whatever. I'm not a machine, I'm not your vibrator. It's your job to get off. 
And it isn't my problem that it's so damn difficult. To be honest I didn't want to say this, but the way you are sexually just 
doesn't turn me on, so, what am I supposed to do? It definitely doesn't help that you're always taking off you make-up 
before bed, and turning to me and expecting that to be sexy, come on.”



 
“You know they say that in life that for a woman there 
is only one man who will never hurt her, so be a very 
good girl and do what your daddy tells you.

Candle-wax diet

Boderline diet

Screwdriver diet

Instagram diet

Brick-wall diet

“For just 79.99 you can receive this moisturizer 
guaranteed to reduce the appearance of your facial 
ugliness. For just 89.99 you can receive this face 
cleaner guaranteed to wash away self-loathing…For 
just 99.99 you can receive this specially formulated 
lipstick guaranteed to give you the validation you've 
been craving since puberty. For just drip-drop-ninety 
nine we can send you all the tears and self-esteem 
you've already lost neatly packaged and delivered to 
your door…”



 

link
(pswd: Apartment)

http://martianette.com
http://martianette.com




 

staring back: observances of the surveyed
exhibition & film premiere, Neu West Berlin, 2016
-curator, featured artist

link

http://www.berglind-thrastardottir.com/staring-back-curator/
http://www.berglind-thrastardottir.com/staring-back-curator/


 

martianette: video installation
created with berglind thrastardottir’s work
edited by yiou penelope peng, 2016



 

Alice falls down the rabbit hole but bumps into the doorman 
before she gets to the bottom. An absurd, surrealistic tale 
fusing references, symbols and metaphors from a well-
known children's tale with the story of contemporary queer 
club culture in Berlin. The project addresses the disorienting 
yet liberating allure of Berlin to a displaced youth generation.

“your idea will surely be able to help you in all these matters 
of displacement. hence, we must commence promptly with 
our celebration, pre-celebrating is quite an important concept 
down here, we have great understanding for the fact that 
once you have your idea you will be all too busy, pre-
occupied, frustrated, agh! so many emotions will be all over 
you and everywhere and well celebrating it needs to be THE 
ONLY THING IN THE ROOM THAT IT'S CHOSEN TO 
OCCUPY.”

“hello, my name is alice, and i don't get to places by means 
of dragging, i prefer walking, skipping, and i would like to fly 
but i'm fairly certain i won't learn that for quite a while, maybe 
even never, but skipping i can do quite well—"

“what makes YOU think that YOU deserve an idea, agh! all 
you, you, you little creatures coming in here, with your 
friendly nostrils, and expecting ideas will just waft their way 
directly in to them, it's downright entitled! you know it's been 
a long long LONG time since ideas manifested themselves 
as little lines that you take up your nose! “

“you see, i'd very much like to know if i could join you, if i 
could participate in this tea-tea-tea-techno party and if it 
happened to bring me closer to an idea that is awaiting me, 
or well that i'm supposed to find, or that i'm searching for, oh 
it's already jumbled…"

“how can i be late, the song hasn't finished, if it doesn't end, 
the next beginning cannot have begun”

alice coming down
experimental theatre piece, forthcoming
writer (forthcoming director, performer)



neu west berlin
art-curator

Neu West Berlin is an international art collective that hosts exhibitions, concerts, screenings, readings, 
dinners and all possible cultural ongoings.

The name, Neu West, refers to the era of West Berlin as a socio-political and cultural experimental 
ground during the Cold War. Founded in 2005, Neu West Berlin has moved into several spaces, ones 
that were often abandoned or in controversial areas of Berlin. This provides us with a unique challenge 
to infuse our projects with cross-sectional, cultural stimulation, bringing together many mediums, 
methods, and minds to create a haven of creativity and spread the underground artsy Berlin spirit. We 
recently opened our newest space at Kurfürstenstraße 145 on September 10th, 2016.

link

http://www.berglind-thrastardottir.com/neu-west-berlin/
http://www.berglind-thrastardottir.com/neu-west-berlin/

